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Introduction to Little Children 
Tom Perrotta’s thirty-ish parents of young children are a varied and sur-
prising bunch. There’s Todd, the handsome stay-at-home dad dubbed 

“The Prom King” by the moms of the playground; Sarah, a lapsed femi-
nist with a bisexual past, who seems to have stumbled into a traditional 
marriage; Richard, Sarah’s husband, who has found himself more and 
more involved with a fantasy life on the internet than with the flesh and 
blood in his own house; and Mary Ann, who thinks she has it all figured 
out, down to scheduling a weekly roll in the hay with her husband, every Tuesday at 9pm. They all raise 
their kids in the kind of sleepy American suburb where nothing ever seems to happen-at least until one 
eventful summer, when a convicted child molester moves back to town, and two restless parents begin an 
affair that goes further than either of them could have imagined. Unexpectedly suspenseful, but written 
with all the fluency and dark humor of Perrotta’s previous novels, Little Children exposes the adult dramas 
unfolding amidst the swingsets and slides of an ordinary American playground.
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Praise for Little Children 
“With this, his fifth book, Tom Perrotta has to be considered one of our true genius satirists. Little Children is 
a great book. Hilarious (I haven’t laughed out loud so much over a book in years) but also deeply compas-
sionate and, at times, terrifying. It’s both an indictment of, and an elegy to, that odd sociological construct 
known as suburban America. I was enthralled by every page, and damn if I didn’t find myself wishing I’d 
written it.” - Dennis Lehane, author of Mystic River 

“What a wicked joy it is to welcome Little Children, Tom Perrotta’s extraordinary novel…a sterling comic 
contribution…raises the question of how a writer can be so entertainingly vicious and yet so full of fellow 
feeling. Bracingly tender moments stud Perrotta’s satire…at once suspenseful, ruefully funny and ultimately 
generous… What is Tom Perrotta but an American Chekov whose characters even at their most ridiculous 
seem blessed and enobled by a luminous human aura?” - Will Blythe, New York Times Book Review 

“Little Children will be Mr. Perrotta’s breakthough popular hit…poignantly funny…What distinguishes it 
from run-of-the-mill suburban satire is its knowing blend of slyness and compassion.” - Janet Maslin, New 
York Times 
“The cast is so real that book groups will have a blast comparing people they know to the ones in the 
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book. Perrotta is that rare writer equally gifted at drawing people’s emotional maps…and creating side-
splitting scenes.Suburban comedies don’t come any sharper.” - People Magazine (3/15/04) main featured 
review 

“Tom Perrotta’s Little Children made me laugh so hard I had to put it down…an effervescent new work…a 
gentle, sparkling satire.” - Entertainment Weekly (3/1/04) featured main review 

“With Little Children Perrotta has moved into the suburbs with a wrecking ball. He has cooked up recipes 
of depravity that would curl Betty Crocker’s hair. If good satire can generate a corrective jolt, this may be 
a deadly shock.” - Christian Science Monitor 

“darkly comic, with a mischievous eye for absurd and intimate detail…a virtuoso set.” - Washington Post 

Reading Group Guide Questions 
1. Is Little Children an appropriate or deceptive title for this novel? Can you think of the different ways the 
phrase is employed within the book? To what characters does it best apply? In the end, is the title simply 
descriptive, or does it work on multiple levels? 

2. Which characters do you sympathize most with in the novel, and why? Which characters are the least 
sympathetic? Do your sympathies shift over course of the novel? 

3. What does Todd want from Sarah? What does Sarah want from Todd? Are they in love, or simply using 
each other to escape from bad marriages and/or unhappy lives? 

4. Very few criminals in our culture are more vilified than pedophiles. What do you make of the portrayal of 
Ronnie McGorvey? Is he a uniquely evil character in the novel? Or is he more similar to some of the other 
characters than they’d like to admit? Is he treated fairly by the people in the town? 

5. Is Larry justified in his obsession with Ronnie? Are his methods simply unorthodox, or he is a bully who’s 
lost his moral compass? In the end, does he do more harm than good? 

6. How are children portrayed in this novel? What do you make of such details as Aaron’s jester’s hat, Big 
Bear, and the games Train Wreck and Car Doctor? Do Todd and Sarah have different attitudes toward their 
children, and toward themselves as parents?

7. What role does sports play in the novel? Why is Todd so fascinated with the skateboarders? What need 
does the football team address in his life? 

8. When Sarah and Mary Ann argue about Madame Bovary at the book group, what are they really arguing 
about? Which one makes the most convincing argument about Emma Bovary, and by extension, about the 
characters in Little Children? 
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9. How do the characters’ pasts influence their behaviors within the novel? Who is trying to escape the past? 
Who is trying to relive it? Who is simply repeating it? 

10. A critic has suggested that “all the noncriminal [characters] in this story are better off in the end than they 
were at the start.” Is this true? Can you think of any exceptions? 

11. Critics have differed a great deal in characterizing the tone of the novel. One called it a “gentle satire,” 
while another claimed that “Perrotta has moved into the suburbs with a wrecking ball.” Which critic do you 
agree with? How do you account for this discrepancy in these descriptions? 

About the Author 
Tom Perrotta is the author of Bad Haircut, The Wishbones, Election, and Joe College. He lives in Belmont, 
Massachusetts.


